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To Leave or Not to Leave? The ‘Boomerang
Migration’ of Lillian Bertha Jones Horace (1880–
1965), Texas’s Earliest Known Black Woman
Novelist, Diarist, and Publisher
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(I don’t like this old cheap pen.) I want a genuine good fountain pen. I like a heavier
pen than this.
Diary of Lillian B. Horace, A7

Figure 1: Young Lillian Armstead, circa age 18. Lillian B. Horace Papers, box 1, folder
18, Fort Worth Public Library, Fort Worth, Texas.
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Abstract
Migration historians have outlined the various kinds of migration shaping African
American history in the early twentieth century. But the predominant migration narrative emphasized for African American southerners during the Jim Crow period has
depicted a collective centrifugal experience, with black southerners fleeing deadly
epicenters of racial violence, poverty, and discrimination as they headed northward
or westward to freedom and economic opportunity. Their presumed unidirectional
movement away from the South is generally described as constructive, while the
decisions of others to remain in the South are often associated with dearth or stasis. Lillian Bertha Jones Horace’s many migrations and returns to, from, or within
Southern, Western, Northern, and Eastern spaces—including Texas, Kentucky,
Illinois, Colorado, and New York—affirm that migration was more nuanced than
the predominant South-to-North paradigm suggests. Pushed and pulled by various
life exigencies, including educational pursuits, professional opportunities, and
family and personal matters, Horace never left the South “for good” but departed
and returned many times over the course of her life. Her nuanced migration experience, which began and ended in Texas, suggests the need for examining what I call
“boomerang migration” and its implications for African American history in general
and the history of African American Southern women in particular.

L

illian Bertha Jones Horace, a gifted Texas educator whose greatest
desire was to write, paused to comment on her related desire for a
writing instrument that honored her appreciation for the printed
word.1 Her rich private reflections, in tandem with her overlooked creative and nonfiction writings—even those she planned to write, such
as her autobiography and a book on “Negro public education over
[a] period of 40 years” 2—now provide scholars of African American
women’s history with a fresh opportunity to reexamine migration and
its impact on black Southern women and their relationships. Horace’s
thoughts also permit appreciating the unique light that stories like
hers shed on our understanding of the general and specific patterns
of migration evinced by black Southern women educators of the Jim
Crow era.
Horace’s extraordinary 175-page diary, the catalyst for this study,
spans from approximately 1942–50, an eight-year interval during most of
which she claimed two places of residence: 1109 East Humbolt Street, Fort
Worth, Texas, the address of the home she bought with her teacher’s pay;
and 1717 Benson Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, the parish address of the historic Second Baptist Church, where Horace began writing the diary. The
migration pattern reflected in Horace’s diary is unlike any previously de-
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scribed in the historical literature on black Southern migration, where the
predominant migration narrative has depicted a collective centrifugal experience, with migrants fleeing deadly epicenters of racial violence, poverty,
and discrimination as they headed northward or westward to freedom and
economic opportunity. Their presumed unidirectional movement away
from the South is generally described as constructive, while the decisions of
others to remain in the South are often associated with dearth or stasis. Lillian Bertha Jones Horace’s many migrations and returns to, from, or within
Southern, Western, Northern, and Eastern spaces—including Texas, California, Colorado, Kentucky, Illinois, and New York—affirm that migration
was more nuanced than the predominant South-to-North paradigm suggests. As she was pushed and pulled by various life exigencies, her complex
migration experience, which began and ended in Texas, suggests the need
to examine what I call “boomerang migration.”
The term boomerang has two basic definitions. The noun denotes
planned aggression: a weapon or missile constructed specifically to return
to the user. The verb suggests unexpected regression: the backfiring of a mission on the perpetrator. For the purposes of my study, “boomerang migration” combines elements of both definitions and connotes the movement
pattern demonstrated by mission-minded black southerners, particularly
of the Jim Crow period, who departed from and returned to the American
South over the course of their lives for the chief benefit of the communities
they served. Lillian Horace’s example and those of other black southern
boomerang migrants, from Mary McLeod Bethune to Coretta Scott King,
contrast those of Southern-born blacks who left for better opportunities
and chose to work out their sense of social or political obligation in other
regions, including the Northeast, as did native southerners Anna Julia Cooper, Mary Church Terrell, and Nannie Helen Burroughs, or in the far West,
as did selected descendants of the T. McCants Stewart family, whose efforts
unfolded in Portland, Oregon; San Francisco, California; and Hawaii.3 Black
Southern educators, the vanguard of this group, who left but returned to
the South, were distinguished from Southern peers who changed professions when they migrated North, where most black Southern teachers were
denied the opportunity to teach for fear that their “Southern accent . . .
would be damaging to the children.”4
Recent scholarship on black Southern women, education, and migration during the Jim Crow era inform the background of Horace’s story.5
Scholarship elucidating the particular case of black southern women has
been equally instructive.6 Also key to this study on Horace are works treat-
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ing black migration, black life, or activism in the many urban and rural
spaces Horace frequented over the course of her life.7 Diaries, personal papers, and interviews with a broad spectrum of well- and less-known African
American women from various regions and vocations provided important
comparative models for understanding Horace’s experience, particularly
her attention to life in the African American South.8 Examined within this
context, Horace’s contributions and those of various black women educators and professionals affirm that each developed her unique approach to
matters of race, class, and gender and that each made her contribution to
black advancement with varying degrees of commitment to individual and
community uplift and in various parts of the country.

Becoming a Boomerang Migrant
Horace’s emergence as a boomerang migrant no doubt stemmed from her
family’s unique experience with Southern versions of what Patricia Collins has
called “matrices of domination” and “interlocking systems of oppression.”9
As with most black southerners, Reconstruction was an anticlimactic epoch
of broken promises, of dreams deferred, and most poignantly of loss. Horace
noted in her diary, a portable, private space to reflect on her family’s history
in the South:
Grandfather dead died of pneumonia brought on by exposure as he slept
around in the woods, fields fleeing from the Ku Klux Klan. He sought to stand
up for his citizenship—the masters shot—grandfather saved by a tree—the
master wanted to keep wife and children on the farm. (Diary, 7)

Approximately eleven years after Reconstruction officially ended, Lillian was
born to Thomas Amstead and Macey Matthews in Jefferson, Texas, on April
28 circa 1880. Lillian noted retrospectively of her own birth that “[n]othing
auspicious mark[ed] the birth of a little colored baby,” a marginalization
that she contested throughout her life. Notwithstanding the experience of her
grandfather, she noted that relations between blacks and whites in Jefferson
were not hostile but “quiet following readjustments,” her term for “Reconstruction.” Racial lines were blurred in unexpected public spaces; blacks and
whites “rode together on trains” and were even “buried in the same cemetery”
(Diary, 13). Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) effectively erased such gray areas and
affirmed the triumph of white supremacy in the American South.
Equally key to Lillian’s development as a boomerang migrant were
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the intellectual journeys she took in her formative years. Her first ambition
was to read and her second to write, a desire she held as early as second
grade. Her intellectual journeys and childhood fantasies were nonetheless
tempered by a reality full of contradictions, injustice, suffering, pain, and financial distress. Even though she was “Dreamy—yes—mystical,” like many
young black children, she had to grow up fast. The U.S. Census from 1890
to 1930 affirms that black children worked at a much earlier age than their
white counterparts.10 Given Lillian’s father’s “failure to safely provide,” she
was determined to help her mother make ends meet. She noted, “I bartered with folks over work my mother did—I asked for advance in pay to
pay the rent—met the creditor” (Diary, 5). Her mother’s financial struggles
nurtured her penchant for philanthropy and self-sacrifice. She developed a
“Love to lend—a sort of passion with [her].” She “never refuse[d] a loan
(unless [she had] had a striking lesson from would be borrower)” and
“would have loved to act the role of ‘Lady Bountiful’, to spread gifts that
brought joy” (Diary, 6).
Given her mother’s struggles, Lillian could not help but notice the
impact of race and class through her childhood journeys to the store: “West
side of the city—Prairie land—homes of the rich to the west; the valley; gas
house; homes of the poor, of Negroes.” Her experiences with race in the
South prodded her to pose such existential questions as “who am I—what
am I—where is God—do I make any difference in the world—would that
bird be flying here had I never been borne . . .” (Diary, 5). Because of her
many observations and ruminations, her ambitions were clear by the time
she exited adolescence: she wanted “to read—to unite—to teach to possess abiding faith in God—to posses [sic] no fear of death” (Diary, 9). The
dynamics of race she observed and compared as she journeyed to various
secondary and postsecondary institutions within and without the South
nonetheless prompted her conclusion that “ . . . in the South if you can
wear badge of humiliation—accept inferior place all OK” (Diary, 45). She
and other young black educators were reminded of the message; and they
were, therefore, certain that education provided the surest defense against
the deleterious effects of racism and structural inequality.
Lillian’s introduction to the effects of Jim Crow on the educational
advancement of black children started at the very beginning of public education for blacks in Texas. As schools were initially established in rented or
donated buildings and segregated by race, two black churches were rented
as schools for Fort Worth’s African-descendant youth. She attended East
Ninth Street Colored School, founded in 1882 and the first free public school
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established in Fort Worth.11 She witnessed firsthand the school’s evolution,
affirmed by its various relocations and name changes. The school was eventually renamed I. M. Terrell Colored High School in 1921 to honor Terrell’s
early contributions as the first principal of the school and as a proponent
of black education throughout the state. As suggested by the school’s existence and Terrell’s good reputation, one enhanced by his service as Sunday
School Superintendent at Mt. Gilead Baptist Church,12 where young Lillian
worshipped, she was fortunate to be in Texas.
Despite the state’s social shortcomings, Texas led the South with
the number of schools available to the state’s African American children.
Most schools were situated in the largest cities in Texas, including San Antonio, until 1920 the largest; Houston, the largest from 1920 onward; Dallas;
and Fort Worth. None of these cities’ black populations matched those of
the Northern and Midwestern cities to which black southerners had begun to migrate in the early-to-mid-twentieth century, including New York;
Washington, D.C.; Chicago; Cleveland; and St. Louis. But they had bustling black communities that were generally divided along the often rigid
theological and cultural lines drawn by members of the nation’s largest
predominantly black independent religious denominations—including the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, African Methodist Episcopal Church
Zion, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, National Baptist Convention,
and the newly established Church of God in Christ—as well as the educational and social institutions that emerged from them.
Having migrated from Jefferson, Texas, to Fort Worth with her parents and sister, Etta, Lillian entered Terrell with new clothes, “a slate, pencil,
and reader” that her Aunt Betty had purchased in honor of her attendance
(Diary, 22). Lillian soon discovered, however, that the facilities and materials at Terrell needed serious upgrading, a problem for underfunded black
schools throughout the South. The school had “no gymnasium, cafeteria,
or running water” and “[c]hildren relieved themselves in outhouses constructed behind the schools.”13 Teachers taught several grades in a limited
number of rooms, students used texts passed down from white schools
in the area, and the school also had no library. Reflecting boomerang migrants’ typical commitment to uplift, Lillian returned to Terrell to teach
years later and solved the library problem by having children and parents
donate books to establish Terrell’s first library.14
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Journeys within The South
After Lillian’s graduation from Terrell, she enrolled in undergraduate and
postgraduate courses at various historically black colleges and universities,
including Bishop College, Prairie View A & M, and Simmons University. She
was part of “a critical mass of black collegiate women” who obtained degrees
between 1910 and 1954.15 The graduation rate of black college women was
evenly balanced between Northern and Southern states in 1890 (Evans, 40),
but most black women in the early-to-mid twentieth century obtained their
undergraduate degrees in the South. Five hundred fourteen black women had
graduated from Southern colleges by 1910 and only 144 from white Northern
or Midwestern colleges (ibid.). By 1936, Texas claimed more black college
graduates than any other state—2,758, with 2,477 completing college-level
work (Evans, 49). At predominantly black institutions, Lillian Amstead and
other students were immersed in a doctrine of self-help and community
service, which they used to establish various organizations and programs to
meet the needs of African Americans, especially in the South.16
Amstead initiated her career in higher education at Bishop College,
where she “learn[ed] to study,” was “spiritually awakened,” and “learn[ed]
more of people” over the course of her sojourn, from 1898–99 (Diary, 36).
Located in the cultural center of East Texas and established by the Baptist
Home Mission Society in 1881, Bishop College was one of twelve historically black colleges operating in Texas at the time. Amstead’s stay at Bishop
was brief, but the institution’s impact on her beliefs was clearly affirmed
by her lifelong commitment to the Baptist faith, its institutions, and leaders. The year after she completed her studies elicited mixed emotions, as
her mother died and she married David Jones, the son of Reverend Prince
Jones, then pastor of Mt. Gilead Baptist Church and Lillian’s pastor since
early childhood. The order of events in her diary suggests that her mother’s
death preceded her marriage. Notwithstanding which happened first, it is
certain that both life-changing events catapulted Lillian into adulthood,
one headed for swift vicissitudes—some planned and others totally unexpected.
The intersection between her spiritual and professional life more
than likely provided the opportunity for her and David to make each other’s acquaintance. Before their marriage, “Lillian Armistead” [sic] was listed
as a worker for “Prince Jones & son” in Morrison and Fourmy’s General
Directory of the City of Fort Worth 1899–1900. Perhaps the father-son team
performed a variety of odd jobs, as David, age 21, was listed as a “laborer”
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on the U.S. Census of 1900. The service Lillian rendered was not described;
however, her eventual marriage to David in 1899 confirmed they were more
than friends. As the newlyweds needed time to get on their feet, by 1900 they
were still living in Denton, Texas, with David’s family, including his parents,
Prince Jones (42) and Mary A. Jones (37), and David’s siblings: Prince (13),
Eva (9), and Lafayette (6), all Louisiana natives. Lillian, the sole Texan in the
Jones family, learned firsthand the importance of adaptation and change
as she assumed multiple roles. Despite the Jones’s bustling household, she
managed to study for her teaching exams.
By the time Lillian Jones commenced teaching, education “had
become a special province of African American women,”17 with rural appointments being common at the beginning of the new teacher’s career.
Jones’s first teaching position was at a school in Parvin, Denton County,
Texas, where she remained for one year. Recording her memories of Parvin
in short impressionistic phrases, she noted “the husband’s coming—wild
horse—dusk seen over horizon on the prairie land—small pox—reading—
hog killing—pigeons—acres of cotton—mother just died—the books I
bought—the study I did—the horse we bought that went blind the first
night.” She regretted that she did not find male students with “serious
minded ambitions to grow up in [the teaching] profession” (Diary, 18)
Jones relocated to Handley, where she was “Elected principal of
Handley colored School.” As principal, she focused on the school’s appearance and became more involved in the community. The school building was
only ten-by-ten, and student “benches” inside the one-room schoolhouse
were arranged in a square along the perimeters of the building. “Bad days”
occurred when “parents kept children home” (Diary, 19). One student in
particular stood out for her: “The girl who knew arithmetic” and whom
Jones “later . . . saw with many babies.” In the spare time Jones managed to
find, she fulfilled one of her “secret” ambitions—to be a “vocalist”—and
satisfied her philanthropic nature (Diary, 14). She practiced for the role of
“Queen Esther” for a cantata performed in the “old city hall” and “later
[raise money] for library fund.”
Jones was confronted with the social trials stemming from race and
gender as she traveled to and from work on the crowded “interurban cars”
connecting Dallas to outlying areas. When on one occasion she boarded
the car to head to a job opportunity, the conductor stopped the vehicle and
forced her to get off. When she protested, “But I must go to work,” the men
on the car laughed, “We must go too.” Chivalry for black women traveling
in the South was rarely the exception and never the rule. Matters of race
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and class were reinforced when Jones fell ill a day after the interurban car
hit the buggy in which she was riding. When her friends went to the school
where she worked to report the incident, they saw the inadequate facilities
to which she was assigned and “laugh[ed] at [her] ‘University’” (Diary, 19).
Clearly, the school to which Jones had been assigned was not a Rosenwald
School, according to one observer, “[i]n East Texas, the only Negro school
buildings . . . that might be considered adequate for school purposes. . . .”18
The summer break provided little respite from social inequality.
Texas teachers attended summer normal institutes to ensure that they remain abreast, but black and white teachers gathered separately in accord
with segregationist customs. Jones attended the Dallas Summer Normal
Institute, which convened June 22, 1905, one of twenty normal institutes
designated for black teachers.19 An additional twenty normal institutes for
black Texas teachers convened respectively on or near the same date in the
following counties: Austin, Bay City, Bonham, Bryan, Calvert, Colmesneil,
Hempstead, Gonzales, La Grange, Luling, Corrigan, Mount Pleasant, Oakwoods, Paris, Port Lavaca, San Marcos, Tyler, Waco, Wharton, Valley View,
and Yoakum.20 The following year, Jones attended a summer normal in Fort
Worth at I. M. Terrell, which convened June 19, 1906, ironically on Juneteenth, the holiday commemorating the date slaves in Texas learned of their
freedom.21 Segregated summer normal institutes reminded Jones and other
black teachers that veritable “freedom” was still a “fantasy” (Diary, 107).
Jones reflected extensively on race and its impact on her black students and their families, particularly on how they interacted with each other. The gross injustices she observed and read about no doubt informed her
decision to pen her first novel, Five Generations Hence (1916), a 122-page
work written as she taught in rural East Texas schools. Suggesting her determination to see the work in print, she self-published Five Generations Hence
with the Dotson Publishing Co., a company that she co-owned with J. Dotson. Jones and her novel were buried in obscurity for the greater part of
the twentieth century until an excerpt of her novel appeared in Carol Kessler’s Daring to Dream (1996) and a fortuitous encounter with the Lillian
Bertha Horace Papers allowed reuniting “Horace” with her earlier identity
as “Jones.” Research confirms Five Generations Hence as the only utopian
novel by a black woman before 1950 and the earliest novel on record by a
black woman from Texas. A migration narrative in which a black woman
teacher and missionary are heroines, Five Generations Hence offers emigration to Africa as a plausible solution to the obstacles facing blacks (especially men) in the South, despite Jones’s tendency, like her contemporaries,
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to undermine her commitment to uplift by focusing on black pathology.22
Jones’s Africa-centered musings were informed by her journeys to
various predominantly black institutions of higher learning throughout the
South, including Prairie View Normal and Industrial College, founded in
1876, making it the second oldest institution of higher learning in Texas.
While Prairie View and other historically black schools may have buffered
students and faculty from immediate confrontations with race, they also
acquainted them with the importance of education to black advancement.
Jones was “thrilled” to attend Prairie View and “could not believe [she] was
going” (Diary, 36). Jones, as Horace, noted in her diary that she was valedictorian of a class of seventy-four students. She reflected, “I had worked hard
in great hardships—a small achievement but the effort had been great” (Diary, 38).

Figure 2: Lillian B. Jones, graduation, Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, circa 1920s. Horace Papers, box 3, folder 7, Fort Worth Public Library, Fort
Worth, Texas.
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Figure 3: Lillian Jones, dean of women, Simmons College. Simmonola, Simmons
University Papers, University of Louisville Archives.

As Jones moved forward with her teaching career, her marriage
slowly fell apart. She and David were divorced in 1919. Perhaps finding a
constructive way to deal with the dissolution of her nineteen-year marriage, Jones traveled to Louisville, Kentucky, in 1920, to teach at Simmons
College, established by black Baptists in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1879.24
Simmons was self-described “an institute for the training of colored young
men and young women,”25 where students were reminded that “there is no
excuse for anybody to be without an education these days.”26 According to
the university yearbook, Jones was a “graduate of Prairie View State Normal
School of Texas” with “special work at the University of Chicago and the
University of Colorado,” a “high school teacher of many years experience,”
“social worker,”27 and recipient of an A.B. from Simmons in 1922.28 Given
the trajectory of her training as an educator and social worker, Jones reflected what Francille Rusan Wilson has identified as the “Shields generation”
of social scientists, named for Emma L. Shields Penn, whose exemplars began as teachers, served for a short period as social workers during the Great
Migration, and eventually returned to teaching.29
When Jones arrived in Louisville, she encountered a vibrant black
community. African American natives were proud to have established the
Louisville Western Colored Branch Library, the first library in the United
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States uniquely organized for blacks and operated by a fully-trained black
staff, as well as churches, black-owned hospitals, banks, social clubs, and
settlement houses.30 But as in most Southern cities, most black women in
Louisville were largely confined to domestic work. Local black newspapers
affirmed the presence of black women entrepreneurs, namely, hairstylists
and sellers of hair-care products. Black women were, nonetheless, engaged
in helping improve the lives of African Americans. Members of the Baptist
Women’s Educational Convention of the State of Kentucky organized in
1883 to support higher education, namely the operations of State University, eventually renamed Simmons College in 1918.31

Figure 4: Jones with Drama Department at Simmons College, “Hiawatha,” Simmonola (1922). Simmons University Papers, University of Louisville Archives.

Black women educators taught in one of two high schools established for black children, or they taught at Simmons College, where gender
distinctions were clear in professors’ assignments. Women faculty members
were concentrated in the high-school departments of the college, where they
taught a variety of preparatory and vocational courses, including arithmetic, foreign languages, grammar, geography, homemaking, millinery, music,
and U.S. history. Jones’s colleague, Jane Alice Browne Bond, a graduate of
Oberlin College (1893) and the mother of eminent scholar Horace Mann
Bond,32 taught Latin and French. Men on the faculty taught university-level
and seminary courses, including mathematics, history, physics, chemistry,
Bible, church history, homiletics, and missions. Jones, nonetheless, distinguished herself as a leader. She served as dean of women, taught English as
an assistant, and worked with the Drama Department. Apart from the cat-
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tiness Jones encountered from some of the young women at Simmons, she
commented little on her experience there.33 Once she completed her year
at Simmons, she returned again to Texas, where she continued her teaching
mission.

Journeys outside The South
Jones’s experiences with education and race in the Jim Crow South helped
precipitate her journeys to the Midwest, North, and West, where she studied
for the first time with whites. She and other black southerners who desired
advanced liberal arts education or graduate degrees were forced to leave the
South because the historically black colleges and universities to which they
were limited did not have graduate or summer-study programs with the
course offerings sought by progressive black southern educators. Jones’s decision to take summer courses outside the segregated South confirmed that she,
like many of her black Southern contemporaries, had no desire to enroll in the
Jeanes teacher-education programs offered during the summer at Hampton
and funded by Northern philanthropists who supported the institutionalization of industrial education for rural southern blacks.34 Accordingly, she
and other black Southern teachers enrolled in summer extension courses at
the University of Chicago, where institutionalized summer study began in
1894, and at Columbia, the second most popular non-Southern university
among black Southern educators. While Jones registered for only one summer session at Columbia (1924), she enrolled in five summer sessions at the
University of Chicago (1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1940)—a clear indication that
she appreciated the progressive vision of President William Rainey Harper,
the first president of the University of Chicago, who argued that good college
training should not be withheld from those who taught during the year and
could not afford to leave their jobs to obtain advanced education. By 1910, the
University of Chicago offered twelve weeks of summer school and enrolled
approximately 3,370 students compared to 2,629 at Columbia.35 As neither
university listed students by race, it is difficult to know the exact number of
African Americans enrolled; it is, nonetheless, clear that the University of
Chicago option worked well for Horace’s purposes.
Her experience with educational institutions outside the South
varied. At the University of Colorado at Boulder and the University of Chicago, she appreciated the libraries and had “a grand time feeling one of
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‘them,’”—whites; and, she “just had to see” Columbia, where she “enjoy[ed]
courses” until her sister Etta’s illness and financial difficulties forced her
withdrawal (Diary, 23). At the same time, subtle differences reminded her
of her marginality as a black woman. “White colleges,” she wrote, “the hush
at your presence. Your own clumsiness—Some say I don’t feel the difference—I’m sorry but I do even when they’re extremely nice. Seating advantage of whites even in study—grouping—my experience” (Diary, 59). She
expressed sustained discontent over the lack of respect shown black women
regardless of their age, educational preparation, or social standing. Despite
the ubiquitous nature of racism, regional differences were particularly obvious when trains left the far- and mid-West and crossed into Texas. The
same journeys underscored what she labeled as “Negro women’s two major
handicaps”: “being a woman” and “Negro” (Diary, 5).58 One telling experience—the very first recorded in her diary—mirrored the conundrum:
Returning from Colo [rado]; very cold. At state line,—Whites gleefully: “This
is Texas!” I sort of hide myself, I didn’t move. To one another: “Do you know
this is Texas” for my benefit. I’m too ill to move. Later the conductor has me
moved—I’m ill. Later, Negro porter ignores my very apparent illness—he
carried away by “gay young things.” Times I’ve known porters to be “so
fresh”! Jokes on me in club as I challenge the change in porters—I only had
changed, Mrs. Hine said. (Diary, 3)

But Horace’s experience with Jim Crow while traveling was not
unique, nor was the affront reserved for adults. Mary Church Terrell’s first
experience with racism occurred when she was but five years old and traveling with her father, who could pass for white; her fair complexion notwithstanding, she could not and suffered the usual consequence—expulsion.36
Horace’s own experiences with race and gender may have informed her decision not to leave the Jim Crow South permanently, particularly given her
family and friendship ties and the respect she had earned in the community. She, like hundreds of other black Southern women educators, chose to
use her intellectual gifts—namely, her abilities to teach and write—to help
liberate the minds of young black southerners. For she understood their
plight; it mirrored her own.
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Figure 5: Joseph Gentry Horace, date unknown. Lillian B. Horace Papers, box 1,
folder 19, Fort Worth Public Library, Fort Worth, Texas.

The Journey to Evanston, Illinois
Among the most important journeys Horace took was her trip to Evanston,
Illinois, to join her second husband, Groveton (Texas) native Joseph Gentry
Horace, on a ministerial appointment at the Second Baptist Church (SBC),
a historic church established on November 17, 1882,37 by formerly enslaved
blacks who migrated to Evanston in the late nineteenth century. Prior to
enacting the quest for autonomy that often led blacks to leave predominantly
white religious bodies, some members had joined the First Baptist Church by
baptism and others through letters of transference from the historic Olivet
Baptist Church, where Lacey Kirk Williams eventually served as pastor.38
According to an Evanston Index item dated July 29, 1882, “[a] number of
the colored people of Evanston . . . .unified to form a religious organization
to hold union services. They . . . . secured a large room over the post-office.”
Richard Day, a Second Baptist Church founder, chaired the meeting, which
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may have been “the first reference to an exclusively black religious gathering
in Evanston; social organizations already existed.”39
J. Gentry Horace’s tenure at SBC spanned from February 1938 to
August 1946.40 The church address, the same as that of the parsonage where
the Horaces resided, figures prominently on the front page of Lillian Horace’s diary like a title marking the setting of an intriguing saga: 1717 Benson Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. Horace’s journey to Evanston challenges the
concept of “boomerang migration” in that she may have been effectively
“boomeranged.” Her relationship with her beloved J. Gentry Horace dissolved when J. Gentry fell in love with another woman. Lillian Horace did
not indicate how she met the debonair preacher, but data suggest they may
have met at Mt. Gilead Baptist Church, in Fort Worth, Texas, where Lillian,
then “Jones,” had been a faithful member since adolescence and where J.
Gentry Horace, whose interest in church work predated his move to Fort
Worth, distinguished himself as a leader through his involvement with the
various social and political organizations affiliated with Mt. Gilead Baptist
Church. She and he were born approximately one year apart; his birth date
was February 2, 1886; hers, April 29, 1887, so she thought until she learned
later that vital statistics had recorded 1880 as her birth year. She was from
a family of two and probably fascinated, if not completely overwhelmed,
by the Horace clan, Baptist born and Baptist bred. Her in-laws had borne
eleven children, well known in Groveton for their commitment to church
work thanks to their parents’ example. Her father-in-law, I. H. Horace, had
served as a deacon for fifty years by the time of his death in 1924, and her
mother-in-law, Katie Horace, had “made her home the headquarters of
church workers and ministers for over 50 years” and continued to serve the
church until her death in 1947.41
J. Gentry migrated to Fort Worth to pursue bigger dreams. By September 12, 1918, he had married Mattie Judson, moved to Fort Worth, and
secured a job as a laborer in the meat industry with Swift & Co.42 By 1920,
at age thirty-three, he worked as a mail clerk on trains, and by age fortytwo, as an insurance salesman; but he clearly wanted more. He and Mattie
owned a home valued at $10,000, but based on Mattie’s professional census
description, she was not ambitious; her occupation was listed as “none”
on both the 1920 and 1930 census reports. The year 1930 was pivotal for
the Horaces. On January 13, 1930, the date census workers visited, J. Gentry and Mattie Horace had been married for at least ten years. By October
1, 1930, Mrs. Mattie Judson Horace was dead.43 By the close of the same
year, newly widowed J. Gentry Horace—perhaps the “J.H.” referenced in
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the “J.H. affair” of 1928 recorded in Lillian’s diary—had wedded divorcee
Lillian Jones, a well-educated, well-traveled teacher and writer.

Figure 6: Lillian Horace, gift to J. Gentry Horace, Christmas 1935. Lillian B. Horace
Papers, box 3, folder 7, Fort Worth Public Library, Fort Worth, TX.

Undoubtedly, Lillian Jones recognized J. Gentry Horace’s potential
as a gifted leader, as he was intricately involved in Mt. Gilead Baptist Church,
once the largest black Baptist church in Texas and a nexus for religious and
social activities at the local, state, and national level. Among the organizations whose conventions Mt. Gilead hosted in the 1930s were the City
Federation; Masons of Fort Worth, including Eastern Stars and Heroines of
Jericho; State Teachers Associations44; and National Association of Colored
Women’s Clubs. J. Gentry Horace’s penchant for leadership was clearly affirmed by August 1931 when the “Hon. J. L. Webb, national president of
the national laymen movement of the United States . . . commissioned the
Hon. J. Gentry Horace, Esq., as president of the state laymen movement.”
The organization was directly linked to Mt. Gilead Baptist Church, where
B. W. Horace, perhaps a relative of J. Gentry Horace, was elected “president
of the laymen movement board of Mt. Gilead Baptist Church”45; by December 19, 1931, J. Gentry Horace held the same position.46 J. Gentry was
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also referred to as a “teacher” from “Texarkana, Arkansas,” in a news article
detailing a car accident in which he and another passenger were involved
while heading to a meeting of the State Teachers Association.47 Despite the
generous professional promotions J. Gentry was granted by writers for the
Chicago Defender, including “esquire” and “professor,” when compared to
his professional descriptions in the U.S. Census of “mail clerk” and “insurance salesman,” he did not begin his advanced educational training until he
married Lillian Jones, who may have inspired him to new heights.
Jones was well positioned to complement his ascension within
Texas’s black Baptist community, with its historic commitment to social
uplift. Lillian Jones knew personally the celebrated Reverend Lacey Kirk
Williams, a major religious figure in the region, who served as pastor of
a Macedonia Baptist Church in Dallas and assumed the pastorate of Mt.
Gilead Baptist Church in 1909, the year of Pastor Prince Jones’s demise (Diary, 44). Williams further distinguished himself by becoming president of
the National Baptist Convention and being named pastor of Olivet Baptist
Church, Chicago, in 1916. In addition, Lillian Jones had initiated her pursuit of advanced education approximately thirty-five years before J. Gentry Horace commenced his intellectual and professional journey. She had
taught and served in administrative positions at the university and secondary level. By the time she and J. Gentry married, she owned her own home
and was well established in the community. A professional upgrade to be
sure, her training as a teacher and writer put her in an excellent position
to support J. Gentry’s quests for upward social mobility and intellectual
fulfillment. Not long after his marriage to Lillian Jones, he began to solidify
his plans for professional ministry by preaching while obtaining divinity
degrees. In 1935, he enrolled in classes at Bishop College, in Marshall, Texas,
and ministered in Texarkana, approximately one hour northeast of Marshall. By 1938, he was called to Evanston, Illinois, where he served as pastor
of Second Baptist Church and put his leadership skills to immediate use by
engaging the congregation in various programs, marshalling the church to
an historic mortgage-burning during the Great Depression, and nurturing
a congregation that remained socially engaged enough to enrolled seventysix new NAACP members even after his departure.48 He also initiated studies at Northern Seminary on September 10, 1940, as a transfer student from
Garrett Biblical Institute, now Garrett Theological Seminary, earning his
Bachelor of Divinity, May 22, 1942; and his Master of Theology, May 21,
1943.49
When Lillian and J. Gentry Horace arrived in the late 1930s, Evanston’s population had grown slowly and steadily since 1900 and stood at
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58,334, with 4,940 blacks constituting 7.8 percent of the population. Small
enclaves of blacks resided in some predominantly white residential areas,
but most African Americans lived in the Fifth Ward, later referred to by
locals as “the Black Triangle.” Horace and her husband were privileged to
a spacious church parsonage situated behind the choir loft and pulpit area.
As soon as they exited the parsonage, they had an immediate view of a sanctuary that comfortably seats five hundred. Life beyond the church bore familiar vestiges of racial discrimination and social inequality, particularly as
more Southern blacks migrated to the region. Most black women in Evanston were limited to domestic service, and the few black women teachers
who found positions in the 1940s and 1950s were assigned to Old District
75’s Foster School, where the black population stood at 99 percent, as the
school was situated near the Black Triangle. Separate YMCA facilities were
maintained for blacks and whites. Some restaurants refused to serve blacks.
Black and white high-school girls could not shower in the same stalls after
physical-education classes. Black and white students held separate proms,
and African American students at nearby Northwestern were forbidden to
compete in intercollegiate athletics.50
The Horaces encountered pioneering African American men and
women who worked to improve the lives of blacks in Evanston, like the Reverend William H. Twiggs (editor) and the Reverend Jesse S. Woods (editor
and proprietor) of The Afro American Budget, one of Illinois’s first monthly
African American periodicals.51 The Horaces also met Dr. Isabella Garnett,
whose address appears in Horace’s diary along with those of thirty-two
other Evanstonians. Garnett, daughter of one Daniel F. Garnett, one of the
founding members of SBC, earned her medical degree from Physical and
Surgeons’ College, now the University of Illinois College of Medicine, in
1901, making her one of the first black women doctors in Illinois.52 When
hospitals in the region stopped admitting black patients, she and her husband, Dr. Arthur Butler, a 1903 graduate of Northwestern School of Medicine, converted their home at 1918 Asbury Avenue into a fourteen-bed hospital for blacks in 1914, naming it the Evanston Sanitarium, the only facility
of its kind between Chicago and Milwaukee.53 The couple lived in a small
cottage behind the hospital.
The Horaces’ commuter marriage seemed to work well at first.
Lillian’s and J. Gentry Horace’s professional activities, personal engagements, and some of their excursions in Alabama, Illinois, Ohio, Texas, and
California continued to find their way into the society pages of the Chicago
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Defender. She and J. Gentry spent time together in Evanston but intermittently. During the summer of 1940, Lillian Horace also resumed studies to
obtain a Master’s degree in Library Science at the University of Chicago,
which had become quite familiar to her over four periods of summer study.
She initiated library studies at Prairie View A & M in 1937 prior to her enrollment at the University of Chicago—a fact not disclosed in her diary but
confirmed by archival records at Prairie View A & M.54 Notwithstanding
her husband’s relocation, during the academic year, she lived and worked
in Fort Worth, Texas, at the historic I. M. Terrell High School, where in 1942
she was honored for twenty-five years of service. Her article titled “The
Education of the Out of School Negro” affirmed her unrelenting commitment to the intellectual development of African Americans, and most of the
biographical details published on her in the Eastern Star article, “February
4, 1942, 4:30PM,” confirmed Fort Worth as her primary place of residence.
She also maintained affiliations with various clubs and professional organizations. She participated in the 1933 meeting of Texas Library Association and the 1936 gathering of Parents and Leaders of Parent-Teacher
Associations. She also attended the 1937 annual convention of the National
Association of Colored Women (NACW), which met in her home town,
Fort Worth, Texas, and which was hosted by her home church, Mt. Gilead
Baptist Church.55 While attending the 1939 NACW convention in Boston,56
she began working on the biography of Dr. Lacey Kirk Williams. Williams
was elected president of the Baptist World Alliance in 1922 and served as
pastor of Olivet Baptist Church in Chicago, then, with 12,000, the largest
Baptist church in the country. She continued working on her writing project in 1940 while studying at the University of Chicago, but her project
on Williams suffered a serious blow when Dr. Williams died tragically in a
plane crash. Given the power struggle that ensued within the National Baptist Convention (NBC), she could not persuade leaders of the convention
to publish the biography when she attempted to do so in 1941. She listed
the eventual publication of the work among the twenty goals she “really
want[ed]” to accomplish, but her earnest effort to published “Sun Crown,”
her tentative title, “not just for [her] but for Dr. William’s name” (Diary,
35), was ultimately blocked by “politics” (Diary, 35, 38) or the fight for
control of the NBC Publishing board, which ended with a denominational
split that still remains.
Given Horace’s professional commitment to I. M. Terrell High
School, her many activities, not to mention the tragic death of a friend—
which inadvertently precipitated the demise of a near-300-page book
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project—the affairs of Second Baptist Church were not a priority, a fact
that some members did not appreciate. In her absence, J. Gentry Horace’s
popularity soared given not only his ability but also his direct blood ties to
the NBC political hierarchy in Illinois. J. Gentry Horace’s brother James L.
Horace, one of three brothers who were ministers,57 was president of the
Illinois State Convention.58 His brother P. H. Horace also served as a minister in the Illinois region. The prominence of the triumvirate natives of
Groveton, Texas, confirmed the professional opportunity available to black
male ministers as black Southern members of the NBC migrated to Chicago and simultaneously confirmed that comparable professional opportunity through migration was not necessarily extended to pastors’ wives,
whose expected level of involvement varied from one congregation to the
other.
This was certainly the case for Lillian Horace, as key leaders within
the NBC did not embrace her key contribution to the history of the organization via the biography she wrote of Lacey Kirk Williams, for which she
may have received remuneration had the book been published during her
lifetime. One member who chose to remain anonymous suggested the traditional manner in which preachers’ wives were expected to engage church
work when she recalled that Lillian Horace did not get involved in the affairs of the SBC, “until she knew her husband had a girlfriend.” The involvement implied would have included Horace’s granting significant time
to the myriad social and philanthropic undertakings claiming the volunteer time of thousands of black Baptist women’s auxiliaries in the Chicago
region during the Great Migration. But Lillian Horace was a professional
woman with a career she loved. To be sure, she was “plodding” financially,
especially at the beginning of her career (Diary, 44). And certainly, inflation
countered what appeared to be increases in pay. But her modest, steady
income and profession placed her in Fort Worth’s black middle class and
ushered her to communal prestige. Her new role as “the preacher’s wife”
was celebrated with pomp and circumstance, but it came with no direct
financial compensation or access thereto. This may indicate that the role of
“First Lady” was too limiting for her, especially if her husband’s salary fell
shy of meeting her preset financial expectations or obligations.
J. Gentry Horace claimed Lillian Horace as his wife on his World
War II draft registration card dated 1942 and noted that the two shared
the “same” address: “1717 Benson Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.”59 Available
evidence confirms, nonetheless, that the couple spent intermittent periods
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with each other that apparently did not last long enough. On Sunday, September 6, 1942, Lillian Horace recorded the mileage on their vehicle when
she and J. Gentry left Evanston, perhaps one of the last road trips they took
together: 22,954 miles (Diary, 172). Only two months earlier, on June 2,
1942, she had learned quite painfully that she was older than presumed—
sixty-two, not fifty-seven—a jarring revelation that figures on her lists of
“Moments of Strong emotion” and “Embarrassing Moments”: “Yes it is alright—what a strange emotion that I am old.” She ultimately resigned not
to be “bitter” but rather to “wined [sic] up work gracefully—I shall” (Diary, 50–51). J. Gentry, suddenly her younger husband by seven years, had
autographed a photograph for his “loving wife,” and she had gifted him
with the same during the Christmas of 1935, but a shift was in the air by the
Christmas of 1943, one that did not bode good tidings of great joy for their
relationship. Lillian and J. Gentry’s prolonged absences from each other,
notwithstanding the professional benefit to both, inevitably weakened their
marital bond. As she learned painfully, J. Gentry Horace had fallen in love
with another woman. His love for Portia Cooke, whom he later married
on April 11, 1951,60 was doubly confirmed by J. Gentry himself and by the
woman’s husband, who discovered the affair while on furlough from the
U.S. army (Diary, 38). Church and organizational records were reticent
about J. Gentry’s infidelity, but local newspapers acknowledged his resignation and relocation to Calvary Baptist Church in Chicago Heights, Illinois,
where he distinguished himself again as a gifted leader.61
No doubt Lillian Horace used personal restraint in public, but she
released her disappointment in her diary, one bearing record of the sacred
space where her personal life was turned upside down. Horace noted in a
section titled “Reflections Dec. 22, 1943” that “The young man . . . made
photocopies of the letter . . . took one to the chairman of the Board of Deacons” and added, “I would like you to read the letters—sure you are surprised—you can’t understand, neither could I” (Diary, 38). The impact of
“break up” was devastating: for her, “the greatest sorrow” (Diary, 39). She
was deeply hurt that J. Gentry appeared to have been more concerned about
the negative impact his improprieties might have on his career than on her
or the marriage. She braced herself to face the embarrassment of being the
deserted wife of a popular preacher in a small town—a preacher with considerable influence within the ever-expanding reach of the National Baptist
Convention.
By 1946, the year the Horaces’ divorce was finalized, staying at
the SBC parish was no longer an option. When she visited Evanston that
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year, she relied on the hospitality of David McKinley Lindsay and his wife,
Florence, of 2012 Darrow Avenue.62 Mr. Lindsay, who had migrated from
Abbeville, South Carolina, to Evanston in 1922, was “one of the more industrious Evanston residents.” At the close of her four-month stay with the
Lindsays, she concluded that remaining in Evanston was largely implausible
if not altogether impossible given the circumstances. She had lost the social
status that came with being a preacher’s wife, the “First Lady” of an historic congregation. With a second failed marriage added to her list of her
life’s disappointments, no family in Evanston, and little respite from racial
discrimination in housing, education, or employment, Horace packed her
bags and left, apparently finding refuge and healing in traveling, writing,
visiting with friends in the West, and ultimately returning home. But she
did not forget the Lindsays. A Thanksgiving Day telegram sent to their address from Fort Worth on November 28, 1946, 12:21 p.m., confirmed her
appreciation for their kindness: “IM GRATEFUL TO YOU TODAY DARLING LOADS OF LOVE=BABE.”63

The Return Home
Perhaps to an even greater degree than the black Southern expatriates examined in Glenda Gilmore’s Defying Dixie,64 boomerang migrants like Horace
often experienced negative repercussions for their efforts. As they lived and
worked in the lion’s mouth, consequences included but were not limited to
disruption of their personal lives, marginalization, expulsion, or even death,
depending on the nature of their mission and the degree to which it agitated
the Southern social order. Horace’s first and second marriages may have suffered from her many educational and professional endeavors. Women of her
day were expected to give up their careers once married; Horace did anything
but that. And despite Horace’s efforts to “write a book worth the reading by
an intelligent person—not necessarily [her] friend” (Diary, 22), her three
book-length works remain largely unknown until now, and none figures
prominently in the annals of African American literature or historiography.
Horace, then Jones, self-published Five Generations Hence (1916), a novel
she used to encourage education and economic progress. Clearly figuring
among the self-taught historians “without portfolio” from the 1890s to the
1930s,65 she attempted to have the NBC publish Crowned with Glory and
Honor (1943), a definitive biography of Reverend Lacey Kirk Williams. But
her efforts were blocked by a power struggle within the NBC. Some twenty
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years later, her “new book” on Williams was “a main highlight” at the annual
meeting of the Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc., which met
in Atlanta, Georgia, September 8, 1964, and attracted young black Baptist
ministers like Martin Luther King Jr.66 L. Vencheal Booth, a leader within the
newly formed PBC, eventually published Horace’s work in 1978, thirteen
years after her death. Horace also tried in 1949 to have Lemuel L. Foster of
New York publish Angie Brown, a novel she wrote in California immediately
after her divorce. Despite the novel’s celebrating education and economic
self-sufficiency and incorporating a contemporary theme—interracial cooperation between black and white women—this effort, too, led nowhere.
Though Horace’s lack of prominence may have effectuated the
delay in the historicization of her life and works, the individuals and communities Horace returned to Texas to serve celebrated her contributions.
A pioneering teacher whose intellectual development began with the birth
the Fort Worth public-school system, Horace clearly helped I. M. Terrell
High School earn its “separate but superior” reputation before the fall of
Jim Crow.67 Her various educational, professional, and personal journeys
within and without the South certainly enhanced her vision and commitment. When she retired, she was showered with accolades from students
and colleagues, with at least two news articles lauding her accomplishments, especially her dedication to young women. Her direct and indirect
impact on various I. M. Terrell graduates is undeniable. Among them were
Lulu B. White, civil rights activist; and Hazel Harvey Peace, celebrated Texas
educator. But Horace was warmly celebrated by those who knew her best.
A letter dated October 27, 1964, from George O. Jackson, a former student
working as a public accountant in Washington, D.C., along with photographs in her collection, affirmed her service to young men. Jackson’s letter
of appreciation for his “favorite” teacher and her early contributions to his
success was certainly timely. Within a year of his correspondence, Lillian
Horace died. Thanks to Horace’s many contributions, she was eulogized on
Monday, August 9, 1965, at 2:00 p.m., with all the fanfare expected at what
black Southerners call a “good funeral.” Among the organizations escorting her to “that place from which no traveler returns” were the Women’s
Council of Mt. Gilead Baptist Church; the Psi Zeta Chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority; Alphin Charity and Literary Arts Club; Progressive Woman’s
Club; Viola Court. No. 250; Heroines of Jericho; and the Eula Elizabeth
Chapter, No. 200, Order Eastern Star Prince Hall Affiliation—organizations
to which she remained committed throughout her life. They affirmed by
their collective presence that Lillian Bertha Jones Horace had made a re-
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spectable mark worth memorializing, one that has posthumously birthed a
new concept—boomerang migration—a term that allows appreciating the
contributions of black Southern women educators of the Jim Crow period,
who like Horace, chose to leave and not to leave, and in so doing helped
transform a peculiar region in spite of itself, even as they themselves were
transformed.

Figure 7: Elder Lillian Horace, photograph by Calvin Littlejohn, date unknown.
Lillian B. Horace Papers, box 3, folder 8, Fort Worth Public Library, Fort Worth, TX.
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